Cuban Bogie Cane Wagons
Introduction
Cuban sugar mills operated railways operated on a
range of gauges, thus had a wide variety of both
purchased and homemade equipment.

model and prototype photos; showing how variations
exist between builders and rail gauges.

This Handbook article complements Handbook 19:
Large Scale Cane Wagons and Handbook 26:
Cuban Sugar Cane Loader which Jim Petropulos
built for his 1:20.3 garden layout (15 mm = 1'), and
hopefully adds enough detail for a modeller to build
a 'good enough' representation in any scale.

Ruben Martinez Villena Mill, Cuba: sugar cane wagon mesh,
February 2003. Claus Kleinhapl photographer

Unpainted 1:20.3 two compartment bogie cane wagon built in
brass by Jim Petropulos of Los Angeles. See Handbook 19
for details.

Various Car Builders Cyclopedias provide photos
and some dimensions for US-sourced bogie wagons
as used in Cuba. Some were unloaded by side or
end discharge, others by chain lift. While originally
they may have had semi-open sides and manually
loaded with wholestick cane laid longitudinally, billet
loading requires either solid sides or wire mesh.
Havana Museum Bogie Wagon Dimensions
Gauge

Standard

3' Narrow

Length

~37' 7"

~27" 2"

Width

9'

83.5"

Body height

95"

~93"

Rail top to body bottom

29"

~21"

Wheel dia

~30"

~2'

Bogie wheelbase

62"

51"

Body end to bogie centre

~5'

~5'

Pepito Tey Mill, Cuba: damaged sugar cane wagon (end
view), February 2003. Note solid metal end and side release
mechanism. Claus Kleinhapl photographer.

Cyclopedia photos of Gregg and Magor wagons are
reproduced in Handbook 19, along with both 1:20.3
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Acknowledgements
Thanks to Chris Hart for his measurements (above)
of two bogie cane wagons in a Havana museum c
2004. As he says "Bear in mind of course that not all
the wagons in the industry are of the same size.
These are just two that were at the museum and
which would be pretty typical."

La Zafra On30 side dump cane wagon, construction materials
unknown but result is very similar to Cuba Libre wagon below.
http://narrow-gauge.org/en/Zafra/

Most railfans concentrate on Cuba's US sourced
steam locomotives when taking photographs on the
Cuban cane railways. My special thanks to Claus
Kleinhapl for his modeller-oriented photos.

Cane wagon on flat car-type underframe, On30 display layout Cuba Libre at the 2003 Australian Narrow
Gauge Convention, Sydney. Ray Walter and Claus Kleinhapl modellers, Gerry Hopkins photographer.

Gregorio Arlee Manalich Mill, Cuba: 2 ft 6 inch gauge sugar cane wagon, February 2003. Note how much
longer this wagon looks than the models immediately above, however a wagon this long might not get
around On30 curves. Claus Kleinhapl photographer.
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Side dumping cane wagons on La Zafra Cuban On30 modular layout built by French modellers Bernard Junk and Jack Trèves with
the help of Detlev Horn, c 2000. http://narrow-gauge.org/en/Zafra/

Obdulio Morales Mill, Cuba: sugar cane wagon, February 2003. Claus Kleinhapl photographer.
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Pepito Tey Mill, Cuba: end (above) and side detail (below), February 2003. Claus Kleinhapl photographer.
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The Magor Car Corporation was a major exporter of American-built cane railway equipment to countries such as Cuba. While this
particular wagon may not have gone to Cuba, others like it would have done so. Incidentally Kaminski's book is a valuable resource
for both cane railway and more general railway equipment as used in Mexico, Central America, etc.

Similar German manufactured export 2-3 compartment cane wagon from Ferrostaal AG, Industrie und Feldbahnen 1930 catalogue
(Ferrostaal.pdf, 'Materials for portable lines and railways', downloaded from http://www.bahnindianers-bilderbuecher.de/.
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